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Can’t Sleep?
Do You Have Headaches or TMJ Pain?
New Data shows that this may not be
just a coincidence
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in treating obstructive sleep
apnea. We use various instruments, including advanced
muscle tracking technology, to
diagnose and treat our TMJ
patients. In response to the
latest research, we realized
that it was very appropriate
to utilize this same technology
to treat our obstructive sleep
apnea patients. We want to
address these serious sleep issues, but we do not want to be
responsible for an inaccurate
sleep appliance sending these
fragile patients into a potential TMJ pain spiral.
Patients with TMJ disorders frequently have a destructive bite with worn down
teeth that forces their lower
jaw backwards. This backwards positioning can cause
narrowing of a person’s airway
while they sleep, which leads
to obstructive sleep apnea.
Conversely, a person with an
obstructed airway may clench
and grind their teeth, which
can wear down the teeth and
deteriorate the bite, leading
to TMD symptoms and pain.
It’s a bit of the chicken or egg
syndrome, but the patient isn’t
concerned with which problem
came first, they just want to
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feel better.
If a sleep breathing issue
is suspected, we provide patients with a sleep monitoring
device that records breathing
and provides an Apnea/Hypopnea Index (AHI), which is
a measurement of the severity
of sleep apnea. The studies
combine information on blood
oxygen level and the number
of times sleep is disrupted by
low oxygen during sleep to
help us determine a course
of action. This will give us
the data we need to not only
identify a potential problem,
but to also properly treat or
refer that patient for the right
type of care.
If mild to moderate OSA
is diagnosed, we can provide
a customized dental device
for nighttime wear to move
the lower jaw forward and
hold the airway open. After
2 months of use, we reevaluate our patients with the
same screening equipment to
determine if the appliance is
providing maximum improvement or if further adjustments
are necessary to the appliance.
If our screening device
shows that a patient has moderate to severe sleep apnea,
they will be referred for an
evaluation with a sleep physician. Many times a comprehensive dental and medical
approach will result in the
best patient outcome.
Sally Shrock of Rochester
is a patient who experienced
symptoms of obstructive sleep
apnea. She says her life was
changed following OSA treatment. “For the first time in
years, I now sleep like a baby
with very little snoring. What
a blessing that is for me and
for my husband.”
I strongly recommend
against self-treatment for
snoring because one-size-fitsmost sleep apnea appliances
can hurt, not heal. With all
of the latest data, we feel the
proper approach to treating
TMJ disorders and obstructive
sleep apnea is with the use of
precise muscle measuring and
monitored therapy, not simply
an oral appliance.
continues on page 24 ...

